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We have revealed practical charge injection at metal and organic semiconductor interface in organic field
effect transistor configurations. We have developed a facile interface structure that consisted of double-layer
electrodes in order to investigate the efficiency through contact metal dependence. The metal interlayer with
few nanometers thickness between electrode and organic semiconductor drastically reduces the contact
resistance at the interface. The improvement has clearly obtained when the interlayer is a metal with lower
standard electrode potential of contact metals than large work function of the contact metals. The electrode
potential also implies that the most dominant effect on the mechanism at the contact interface is induced by
charge transfer. This mechanism represents a step forward towards understanding the fundamental physics
of intrinsic charge injection in all organic devices.

T
he charge injection process at the metal and organic material interface has a large impact on the electrical
properties of organic semiconductor devices, and is sometimes even more dominant than charge transport
within the organic semiconductor. The charge injection barrier at the contact interface between a metal and

an organic material is commonly described by the mechanism of metal to semiconductor contact1. This provides
the plausible explanation that a potential barrier is caused by the energy difference between the Fermi level of the
metal and the energy band of the organic material2. Therefore, the use of metals with sufficiently large work
functions (WF) is commonly considered to be the most important factor in controlling the potential barrier for
charge injection. For the energy level alignment at the interface of the practical devices, natural oxidation at the
metal surface under an ambient atmosphere is also important factor to be carefully considered. The natural
oxidation of the metal is quite common as unavoidable a redox reaction in the practical device fabrication. The
natural oxidation is a redox reaction between the metal and oxygen, so the reaction depends upon the standard
electrode potential (EP) of the metal3. Here, we report a significant effect of EP of the contact metal on the organic
semiconductor interface in organic devices, particularly the influence of natural oxidation of the contact metal. By
fabrication of organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) having double-layer electrodes in an inert atmosphere, we
have observed that the contact metal is spontaneously oxidized at the metal/organic interface under an ambient
atmosphere, and that the formation of an oxide film strongly affects the charge injection efficiency of the organic
devices. It is also found that, due to the formation of an oxide film at the contact interface, EP is the most dominant
factor influencing charge injection, rather than the WF of the metal, once the devices were exposed to air. This
phenomenon implies that even insulating oxide can be applicable for rectifying charge injection, which we have
proven using silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide with low standard electrode potential. All organic devices with
metal contacts is at risk of natural oxidation in an ambient atmosphere, so this discovered mechanism provides
critical insight into the control of metal/organic interfaces in the practical application of plastic electronics.

Results
Here, in this experiment, we have characterized current injection resistance from metallic contact to organic
semiconductor thin films to understand practical charge injection in OFETs. The current injection resistance is
compared using double-layer electrodes with various thin metallic film covered by thick Au-film. We fabricated
OFETs with double-layer source/drain electrodes consisting of a current providing layer and a charge injection
interlayer, as shown in Fig. 1a. Pentacene, a common p-type organic semiconductor, was used as an active
material. A thin layer of various metals with few nanometer thickness (2 nm) was inserted into the interface
as a charge injection interlayer, allowing the direct and systematic investigation of the contact metal dependency.
The contact resistance can be evaluated at the contact interface by using OFETs with double-layered electrodes. If
the electrodes are designed with only a single-layer, the internal resistance depends upon only the metal itself (Au:
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25.7–25.8 V, Cu: 20.7–21.0 V and Al: about 800 V, measured values).
A 38-nm-thick gold current providing layer was formed on this
interlayer to investigate metal dependency at the contact interface
only. Scanning electron microscopic images (Magellan, FEI com-
pany) of the pentacene surface before and after the deposition of a
charge injection interlayer are shown in Figs. 1b and c. The Fig. 1b
shows the surface morphology of pentacene, which forms a layer-by-
layer structure. Even a metal thin film only 2 nanometer thickness
fully covered the step structure on the pentacene surface (Fig. 1c),
indicating that the charge injection metal film was sufficiently uni-
form to study the effect of the contact metal on charge injection. The
device fabrication was carried out under both ex-situ (practical) and
in-situ (ideal) conditions. The ex-situ fabrication is the more com-
monly utilized procedure, in which the devices are exposed to an
atmosphere before and after thermal evaporation of the source/drain
electrodes. On the other hand, the in-situ process was conducted
under high vacuum (with , 1024 Pa) and nitrogen (with H2O ,
1 ppm and O2 , 1 ppm) for device fabrication, and under nitrogen
for the electrical measurements, with no exposure to air. Fabrication
and characterization of the devices under these two different sets of
conditions were critical for determining the effect of ambient air
exposure on the metal/organic interface.

Discussions
The transfer characteristics of OFETs in the saturation region at drain
voltage (Vd) 5 240 V with three different injection metals obtained
under in-situ conditions are presented in Fig. 2a: gold (WF 5 5.1 eV),
copper (WF 5 4.65 eV), and aluminum (WF 5 4.28 eV). The largest
drain current (Id) was measured with the order of work functions:
gold, copper, and then aluminum. This is because of the difference
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of penta-
cene (about 5.0 eV)4 and the Fermi level of the contact metal5, based
on the work function of contact metals. Furthermore, the charge
injection resistances for all samples were obtained through transmis-
sion line method (TLM) analysis as contact resistance6–9 as shown in

Supplementary Information 1, and were plotted against the work
functions. The resulting plot exhibited a linear dependency of contact
resistance on work function (Fig. 2b). On the other hand, a significant
effect of air exposure was observed in devices fabricated under ex-situ
conditions. The electrical characteristics of the same three injection
metals showed contrary results to those expected, given the work
functions of the metals. The gold interlayer showed the lowest drain
current, and the aluminum interlayer showed the best performance
despite having the smallest work function (Fig. 2c). In addition, the
contact resistances for 11 different charge injection interlayers are
plotted in Fig. 2d, and show no dependence on the WF of the metals.
In particular, a beryllium interlayer showed the lowest contact resist-
ance of 1600 Vcm, which is about a quarter that of metals possessing
the largest work function, such as gold or palladium. The reduction of
contact resistance enhanced the overall device performance, which
results in the improvement of charge injection efficiency. The field
effect mobility (mFET) and threshold voltage for each contact metal
were obtained from the transfer character in the saturation region at
Vd 5 240 V, as shown in TABLE I of Supplementary Information 2.
Similarly to the reduction of contact resistance, beryllium interlayer
indicated 0.69 cm2/V.s for its mobility.

Prior to further investigation, use of TLM plot is concerned under
low drain voltage for these devices. Firstly we have shown output
characteristics (Id–Vsd) in the linear region under ex-situ and in-situ
conditions (Supplementary Information 3). All three contact metals
under ex-situ condition show a clear linear relationship under Vsd 5

26 V. A linear relationship indicates the form of ohmic contact at the
metal and organic semiconductor interface1,10,11. Notably, the char-
acteristics for copper and aluminum also show the linear relationship
although misalignment of energy level between their work functions
and HOMO of pentacene is quite large. This implies that an effect of
air exposure improves charge injection as well as Fig. 2c. Further, in
the case of aluminum whose work function is the smallest of the three
metals, the Id–Vsd characteristics show fairly straight line although
relatively poor charge injection is expected from its small work func-
tion. Another concern is about influence of biasing to contact resist-
ance under large Vsd. To investigate this, the transfer characteristics of
those three contact metals under both ex-situ and in-situ conditions
in the linear region are obtained as shown in Supplementary
Information 4. Even low drain voltage condition (Vd 5 21 V), the
characteristics present similar transfer behavior at Vd 5 240 V in
Fig. 2a and 2c. This implies that the device is not much biased. Also,
all the TLM plots are evaluated under sufficiently large Vg (5 240 V)
to avoid that the contact resistance is gate bias-dependent. According
to the results from Refs. 12 and 13, when the gate voltage is large
enough for efficient charge injection, the change in contact resistances
with gate biasing is negligible. Thus, investigation of charge injection
through TLM plot in this experiment is feasible.

The comparison of these in-situ and ex-situ in Fig. 2 results sug-
gests a strong influence of air exposure on the metal/organic inter-
face. In particular, the metals which are easily oxidized such as
aluminum show the dramatic improvement in charge injection effi-
ciency at the metal/organic contact. One possible interpretation of
this improvement is that the natural oxidation of the contact metal
probably influences charge injection at the interface to a great extent.
To investigate the effect of natural oxide formation at the contact
interface, we applied conventional metal oxides, alumina (AlOX),
and silicon oxide (SiOX), as charge injection interlayers in OFETs.
Recently, it is reported that an insertion of thin insulating oxide layer
between metal and organic semiconductor improves the charge
injection14,15. Here, we also demonstrate that the existence of an oxide
at the metal/organic interface can significantly improve charge injec-
tion. These insulators can even reduce the contact resistance (Fig. 3).
For alumina, the contact resistance was almost the same as with a
naturally-oxidized aluminum interlayer. This indicates that contact
metal is oxidized easier than chemical reaction with pentacene. Thus,

Figure 1 | (a) Schematic diagram of fabricated OFETs having double-

layered electrode. The channel length varied from 20 to 140 mm with the

interval of 20 mm was used for TLM analysis. SEM images (low acceleration

voltage 5 50 V) show the pentacene surface before (b) and after (c) charge

injection interlayer was deposited on the pentacene with aluminium of

2 nm thickness. The image b shows that the surface of pentacene grains is

fully covered by charge injection layer as the self-assembled stacking

structure (b) was not seen in Ref. 4. Due to current providing layer with

38 nm of gold, the role at the contact interface only was able to be

investigated. S and D stand for source and drain electrodes for OFETs.
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pentacene and contact metal did not make up the chemical composi-
tion under ex-situ condition. To support this assumption, Chu et al.
also reported in Ref. 16 that chemical reaction between the organic
layer and the metal electrode by as inserting oxide layers is unfavor-
able. Additionally, if the devices in Fig. 2a are exposed to an ambient
atmosphere after in-situ measurements, the larger current measured
follows the same order with ex-situ measurements shown in Fig. 2c,
as discussed in Supporting Information 5. This indicates that, under
ex-situ conditions, the charge injection interlayer is naturally oxi-
dized, and the resulting oxide layer can reduce the contact resistance.
Therefore, the only natural metal oxide is related to the charge injec-
tion mechanism.

With respect to natural oxidation at the interface, EP is one possible
factor determining charge injection efficiency at the metal/organic
semiconductor interface. The electrode potential EP is the equilibrium
potential induced by the electron-transfer process during the reduc-
tion-oxidation reaction, and represents a quantitative measure of the
tendency of the metal to either loss or gain electrons3. If EP of the metal
is low, the metal tends to be oxidized easily. The EP is similar in
concept to the WF, since both indicate potentials for electron transfer
processes. However, the two have entirely different tendencies
(Fig. 4a). The work function represents the energy required to remove
an electron to the vacuum level (ideal condition: in this experiment
under in-situ condition) from the Fermi level of the metal, but EP

represents the potential required to lose or gain electrons via reduction
or oxidation process (practical condition: under ex-situ condition).

The Fig. 2c, the contact resistances of 11 different contact metals
under ex-situ conditions, was re-plotted against EP (Fig. 5a). As the
contact metal EP decreased, the contact resistance was also reduced,
in a linear relationship. On the other hand, under in-situ conditions,
EP showed no correlation with the contact resistance, as shown in
Fig. 5b. Therefore, negative values of the standard electrode potential,
which implies natural oxidation occurs easily, is another important
factor in the determination of charge injection efficiency at the metal/
organic contact interface after air exposure. Furthermore, a correla-
tion between the contact resistance and EP becomes more obvious in
interface metals with similar work functions, such as the green (WF

5 4.26 to 4.33 eV) and pink regions (WF 5 4.95 to 5.15 eV) in
Fig. 4a. As seen in Figs. 4b and c, a linear relationship was exhibited.
Also, it should be noted that the contact resistances of 11 different
charge injection interlayers are plotted with other possible physical
factors: electronegativity, electron affinity and ionization energy (1st)

Figure 2 | Plots of (a) transfer characteristics in the saturation region of pentacene OFETs with gold, copper and aluminium charge injection interlayers

and (b) contact resistance against work function for 11 different contact metals used as charge injection interlayers. It is noted that the change of shadow

mask for metal evaporation and transfer to chamber for electrical characteristic were done under atmosphere, defined as ex-situ condition. Also, plots of

(c) transfer characteristics with gold, copper and aluminium, which was processed and characterised under nitrogen and (d) contact resistance against

work function for 5 different contact metals under in-situ condition. The bar in orange color in (b) is used for a guide to eyes.

Figure 3 | Contact resistance of each charge injection interlayer (ex-situ
condition).
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as shown in Supplemental Information 6. It seems that electronega-
tivity would have some tendency with linear relationship. However,
electronegativity is defined as a chemical property to describe how
much energy is required to attract an electron toward the atom in
vacuum. It means that this factor cannot describe the improvement
of charge injection after air exposure. Thus, those factors do not show
any clear correlation with contact resistance, with the comparison of
the case for standard electrode potential in Fig. 5a. From these ana-
lyses we concluded that standard electrode potential is possible or the

most likely factor to show the correlation with charge injection effi-
ciency on the practical interface.The metal/organic interface prop-
erties are clearly influenced by natural oxidation of the contact metal,
according to the above correlation with EP. The naturally oxidized
contact metal forms variable states around the original valence band
(V.B.) and conduction band (C.B.) at the interface between the cur-
rent providing layer and pentacene. The density of states near the
V.B. and C.B. may be widely distributed, because natural oxides
generally form a non-crystalline amorphous phase with a mixture

Figure 4 | (a) A plot of standard electrode potential against work function of 11 contact metals used. The bars in green region within 4.26–4.33 eV of work

function and in pink region within 4.95–5.15 eV. In the two regions the contact resistances are plotted against standard electrode potential respectively (b

and c). The bars in orange color are used for a guide to eyes.

Figure 5 | Plots of contact resistance against standard electrode potentials obtained in Fig. 2(a) under ex-situ condition (a) and under in-situ condition

(b). The bar in orange color in (a) is used for a guide to eyes.
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of oxide structures. Two possible mechanisms can be considered for
charge injection at this interface. One is a charge injection process
through the V.B. of the natural metal oxide into the HOMO of
pentacene (mechanism 1 in Fig. 6a), and the other is charge transfer
between the HOMO of pentacene and the C.B. of the oxide (mech-
anism 2 in Fig. 6a). The former mechanism helps smooth charge
injection from the current providing layer into the organic semi-
conductor through the V.B. of the oxide film. This was reported by
number of resaerchers16–21, in order to reduce the misalignment of
energy levels between the Fermi level of the metal and the HOMO of
the organic semiconductor. The other mechanism is electron transfer
from the HOMO of pentacene to the C.B. of the natural metal oxide.
This charge transfer creates holes at the interface, similar mechanism
is described in the Ref. 21. Consequently, it reduces the trap states in
the vicinity of the contact as the doping effect22–24. Interface dipole is
also considerable at the metal/organic semiconductor interface con-
fined to a narrow interlayer25,26. In the experimental results of Refs. 14
and 15 and our results in Fig. 3, even insulating oxides such as
aluminum oxide and silicon dioxide improved the charge injection.
Those insulating oxide layers would not facilitate interface dipole.
Similarly, the tunneling effect could be applied to the mechanism
with the thin interlayer. In the case of tunneling effect, the thin metal
oxide layer acts as potential barrier. This means that during trans-
port, a portion of carriers is scattered by the potential barrier. Also,
the improvement of current with constant voltage applied to the
device cannot be explained by the tunneling effects. To support this
mechanism, the contact resistance for silver shows a poor charge
injection as shown in Fig. 2(d). If tunneling effect is applicable here,
contact metal with low work function such as silver cannot provide
improved charge injection efficiency although aluminum whose
work function is close to silver improved the charge injection as
shown in Fig. 2(d). Therefore, the charge transfer process induces
more efficient charge injection at the metal and organic semi-
conductor interface. The thickness dependency of the aluminum
charge injection interlayer is shown in Fig. 6b. An improvement of
charge injection was demonstrated, even when the injection layer
was as thin as 0.5 nm. However, if the interlayer is too thick, metals
such as aluminum, which produce an insulating oxide film27–33,
are ineffective because the metal oxide prevents charge injection.
However, metals which do not produce an insulator through natural
oxidation, such as copper, are not influenced by the thickness of the
interlayer, as described in Refs. 34 and 35.

In conclusion, based upon systematic experiments, we propose
that natural oxidation of the contact metal strongly influences charge

injection through the metal/organic semiconductor interface. After
exposure to ambient air, the standard electrode potential of the metal
can be the most important factor governing charge injection and
determining the contact resistance of organic devices. The spontan-
eous formation of an oxide film at the contact may cause effective
charge injection through states near the V.B. of the oxide film, or may
act as a dopant due to charge transfer from the organic semi-
conductor. Understanding these mechanisms is very useful for con-
tact interface engineering, which can dramatically improve the
charge injection efficiency in any organic device. This is because
the present results was performed for practical experimental con-
dition while ideal discussion was based on the WF-values observed on
the ultra-clean surface in very high vacuum condition.

Methods
Device fabrications and characterization. Highly doped p1 silicon wafers with a
200-nm-thick layer of thermal oxide were employed as substrates. The substrates
were coated with beta-phenethyltrichlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich, 95%) as a self-
assembling monolayer, following the recipe given in Ref. 36. Pentacene (Sigma-
Aldrich, twice-purified using temperature gradient sublimation) was thermally
evaporated to a 40-nm thickness at a rate of 0.1 Ås21. For the ex-situ case, the
substrates were exposed to an ambient atmosphere while shadow masks were
exchanged to define the double-layer OFET electrodes. The charge injection
interlayer (various metals, 2 nm thick) was thermally evaporated at 0.2 Ås21, and the
current providing layer (Au, 38 nm thick) was then deposited at the same rate. After
fabrication, seven OFETs were defined with the same channel width of 750 mm, and
various channel lengths of 20–140 mm with an interval of 20 mm, as shown in
Supplementary Information 1. The samples were transferred into a high vacuum
chamber (, 1024 Pa) for transistor characterization (Agilent 4165A and C). Note
that this transfer process was also performed under exposure to ambient atmosphere.
For the in-situ case, all procedures including the exchange of shadow masks and
measurement of electrical characteristics were carried out under nitrogen with H2O
and O2 concentrations below 1 ppm and no air exposure. The other thermal
evaporation parameters were similar to those used in the ex-situ case.
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